POST-BIRTH Resources
AWHONN POSTBIRTH Toolkit

Accessing the PBWS Implementation Toolkit

https://www.awhonn.org/page/PBWSDownloads

Password: #JR3EvT2018

*Once you have logged in, you will be able to access the items in the Implementation Toolkit.
POSTBIRTH Resources: Multiple languages

Welcome to PBWS Resources

- 06.1 PBWS Save Your Life Handout Arabic
- 06.2 PBWS Save Your Life Handout Chinese Mandarin
- 06.3 PBWS Save Your Life Handout English
- 06.4 PBWS Save Your Life Handout Spanish
- 06.5 PBWS Save Your Life Handout Haitian Creole
- 06.6 PBWS Save Your Life English Poster Size
- 07 PBWS Teaching Guide
- 08 PBWS References for Online Course
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- 09 PBWS Audit Final
- 10 1 PBWS Magnet Arabic
- 10 2 PBWS Magnet Chinese Mandarin
- 10 3 PBWS Magnet English
- 10 4 PBWS Magnet Spanish
- 10 5 PBWS Save Your Life Magnet Haitian Creole
- 11 PBWS Sample News Release
- 12 PBWS Sample Timeline
- 13 Bulletin Board Communication Materials